
 

 

 

 

 

 

A: Fill in the blanks with the following words. There is one extra word. (1.5) 
 
( recite, brave, ancient, idea, pilgrims, medicine, narrate ) 
 
1/ At first, Reza had the same……………………., but he suddenly changed it. 
2/ South American countries are famous for their …………………. history. 
3/ Everyone knows that the ……………………….. soldiers of Iran defended our country against foreign enemies. 
4/ Amir can ……………………….. the Holy Quran really well. 
5/ I saw many ……………………….. who were visiting the Holy Shrine of Imam Reza. 
6/ Arash feels  very weak, so he must take his ………………………… on time to become better. 
 

 B: Match the items in column A with their appropriate definitions in column B. There is one extra definition. (1.5) 
B                                                                                       A                                

7/ collect ………..                                                           A: activities that people enjoy 
8/ develop ………                                                          B: the way of life and behavior of a group of people 
9/ range     ……….                                                         C: change into a larger or better form 
10/ invent  ……….                                                         D: to go and get someone or something 
11/ entertainment                                                       E: to make for the first time 
12/ culture                                                                    F: a set of similar things 
                                                                                        G: relating to one's own country 
 

C: Unscramble the underlined words to complete the meaning of the following sentences and then write them on 
the spaces provided. (1) 

 
.                                 ……………………………. dimsapry 13/ Egypt is famous for its wonderful  

develops with scientists' hard work.              …………………………….gedelwonk 14/ Human  
story.                                        ……………………………. naegtrs 15/ My grandfather told me a  

in this zoo.                                      ……………………………. rifgf esa16/ There are two African  
  

D: Fill in the blanks with only one letter. (1) 
 
17/ India is famous for its delicio---s foods. 
18/ We saw a kitty eating a cook---e in the kitchen. 
19/ Do you have any s---ggestion? 
20/ Reza is visiting an ob---ervatory now. 
 

E: Complete the missing parts by underlining the best choice in the parentheses. (1) 
 
21/ Everyone should ……………….. other people's culture.   ( break, seem, respect, plan ) 
22/ Some people ………………… their blood to those who need it. ( carry, donate, narrate, pay ) 
23/ The Leaning Tower of Pisa located in Italy ………………… a lot of tourists every year. ( visits, ranges, spends, 
attracts) 
24/ Visiting different websites to find your interests may ……………….. your time. ( take, make, do, leave ) 
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F: Unscramble the words to make meaningful sentences. Do not number the words.(1.5) 
 
25/ uncle, two, bought, nice, black and white, small, Persian, young, cats, his. 
 
 
26/ teacher, noise, much, the, students, were, making, our, when, came, so. 
 

G: Complete the missing parts using the correct form of the words in parentheses. (1.5) 
 
27/ He answered all the questions very……………………… ( quick ) 
28/ Are you sure this is  ………………………….. solution to solve this math problem? ( good ) 
29/ This golden watch is …………………………….. than that silver one. ( expensive ) 
30/ Everyone should try to behave ………………………….. in a foreign country. ( polite ) 
31/ When the phone …………………., I was doing an experiment in the laboratory. ( ring ) 
32/ Babak is going to ………………………… his next summer vacation in Golestan Forest. ( spend )  
 

H: Read the following passage carefully and then answer the related questions. (2) 
 
   It is believed that pandas are nice animals, but like bears they are dangerous. Panda is in the Red List of endangered 
animals. About 1600 of them are in the nature, especially in central China. More than 300 pandas live in zoos around 
the world. A wild panda spends much of its day resting, eating, and seeking food. Its food is almost always bamboo. 
Pandas eat up to 14 hours a day and can eat up to 38 kg of bamboo. 
   Hopelessly, the forests in China are becoming smaller and smaller, and pandas may not be able to find food easily. 
The number of people is increasing and they are building homes by destroying the forests where pandas live. So, they 
live in very small groups in small forests.  
   There are some plans to help pandas like making small forests larger by changing the farmlands into forests. This 
means that it will be hard to save pandas if people don't help. 
 
33/ Why do pandas live in small groups? 
 
34/ How does a wild panda spend its day? 
 
35/ The underlined word 'hopelessly' is the opposite of ……… in meaning.  ( sadly, unfortunately, luckily, unhappily ) 
36/ The underlined word 'increasing' is closest in meaning to ………. . ( growing, planning, carrying, checking ) 
 
True/False 
37/ Pandas can only be found in China's zoos.                                                                         …………………… 
38/ If people help change the farms into forest, pandas will be saved.                              ……………………. 
 

I: (39) Write a five-line paragraph about your next trip to one of the historical cities of Iran. (1) 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Good luck 
 

 

                                                                                                   

 


